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anandi
My BEING moves from COMPASSION to GRATITUDE to TRUST to DELIGHT….T Y

anandi
My BEING moves from COMPASSION to 

anandi
My BEING moves from COMPASSION to GRATITUDE to TRUST

Annemarie
can you tell what it really means 'allow' the shadow stage

anandi
My BEING flows from COMPASSION> GRATITUDE> TRUST>DELIGHT

Robin
fantastic thank you so much! 

sarah veronica
Thank you Richard and EveryOne! Much love to all.

Daniela
Thank You so much 

Barbara
yup. x 

Alegria
Thank you Richard and Anton. I'm so grateful you are doing this. 

Scarlet 
Anton get into at least one of the frames next time:-) 

Roni
Like all the triple numbers I have been seeing?

Nataliya 
Thank You. 



Lynn
Thank you Richard Very enlightening. Thank you Anton 

Sheila
Much gratitude for this insightful information. Cheers & Peace 

Donna
Appreciation!!

maeve
thank You and All 

Scarlet 
beautiful! thank you Richard -- you rock -- and so do all of us for taking this path of remembrance 

WildStyle
infinite gratitude to you, Richard and Anton! 

Kathleen
Thank you for finding a language to communicate this anticipation & to endure the feelings of 
suffering

david
thanks 

Carol
Many thanks Richard

Gilly
Thanks Richard and Anton

Carole
Thank you so much

malana
MAHALO FOR YOUR ALOHA

Cecilia
Thank you ❤ ️

Fleur
LOVE love L O V E

Sylvia
Thank you... Lovely...

jackie
thank you so much!

Lori



Thank you. 

Taye
Beautiful, thank you so much Richard and Anton. 

VirginiaPeck
Blessings to you, Richard, and everyone! And thank you to Anton! 

Heike
Thank you! 

johannes
THANK YOU 

Pavel
Thank you very much!

Jeanne
Thank you from the center of my being

Alejendrah
Thank you dear Richard and everyone <3 

Nils
Thank you! 

galin
Thank you 

miriam
Thank you 

Konrad
Thank you 

Corina
love to all! 

Megan
thank you!!!!

Marilu
<3 

Janice Sandeen
Thank you everyone! 

Barbara
Or Bahala. 

Charles
Thank you, Richard



Carolina
Thank You So Much Richard! 

lyn
Many thanks richard and Anton 

LIA
THANKS A LOT!!!!! 

richard
thank you 

Marina
thank you very much 

Tracy
Infinite Gratitude and Love! 

carmen
Thank you so much!!!!

Marianna
Thank you.

Barbara H
Thank you! I was moved to tears several times at the resonance. 

DANA
thank you so much! 

Yvonne
thank you very much for your wonderful presentation. So revealing and deeply helpful. Thank you 
Richard. 

Sue
"O MY FRIEND IN WORD! Ponder awhile. Hast thou ever heard that friend and foe should abide 
in one heart? Cast out then the stranger, that the Friend may enter His home." - From the Hidden 
Words of Baha'u'llah, http://reference.bahai.org/en/t/b/HW/hw-99.html 

cyndi
The 19th GK transmits the memory of animal & human connection and feels like an important 
codon in the mutation re: switching off the shadow of co-dependence ( looking for a god outside of 
self ) and returning to an Eden where all realms are in harmony and spiritual abundance. Among 
other things Richard, you are a great story teller. Delicious!

Elitsa
thank you! 

Taye
THANK YOU SO MUC H RICHARD AND ANTON.

http://reference.bahai.org/en/t/b/HW/hw-99.html
http://reference.bahai.org/en/t/b/HW/hw-99.html


Sandy
love to all 

Corina
Wonderful and thank you! 

Emese
Thank you Richard 

Shelly
Thank you so much! Very lovely! 

eva
thank you! 

Iris
Thank You! 

Kim
I'm so grateful 

José Arkesteijn
Thanks Richard and Anton! ! 

Vera Kiss
thank you so much <3 

Alexa
Thank you x 

Kendall
Love to you Richard, be well. 

Chris
thanks Jesus 

Fleur
Wonderful, thank YOU 

Gene Keys admin
Thanks everyone for joining us! See you at the next webinar - we will let you know when that is. 

lyn
Now I know why as a Civil servant everything was done in triplicate! : ) 

Sue
"O SON OF SPIRIT! My first counsel is this: Possess a pure, kindly and radiant heart, that thine 
may be a sovereignty ancient, imperishable and everlasting." - From the Hidden Words of 
Baha'u'llah, Arabic #1 http://reference.bahai.org/en/t/b/HW/hw-2.html 

Sue

http://reference.bahai.org/en/t/b/HW/hw-2.html
http://reference.bahai.org/en/t/b/HW/hw-2.html


I find that deep and gentle self-massage of the entire solar plexus area is very helpful - even 
allowing an opening up all the way to the vertebra along the spinal column at the back where 
unconsciousness material resides. 

Chris
thesis, antithesis, synthesis 

Yvonne
re-allow is a really important key-word. Remembering a time when a siddih was present and then 
seeing it gone ... and to regain that ability to go there .... hmmmm .... 

Carolina
I love that idea! 

Sue
The Buddha Belly! The Cosmic Giggle! 

Barbara
There is such a huge overlap from all spiritual traditions... the Bahai writings are part of that 
collective. Beautiful and powerful! 

Gene Keys admin
admin@genekeys.com 

Sue
email address for Richard? 

Suzanne
this question from Rosa is excellent: rosa Q: Is the solar plexus the "fire" and could sexual energy 
be seen as the "water" in the alchemical sense? 

Gene Keys admin
Nicky - nice one! I love these word-plays:) 

Sue
I would say, yes, Richard, your work is very much inspired by Baha'i Writings, even if you aren't 
aware of it. That's very exciting to me to hear because it confirms my perception of you, that you 
are indeed an instrument and an usher into this New Age, the Age of Fulfillment, the Age introduced 
by The Bab and Baha'u'llah in the mid-19th century... Their Writings are available online at http://
www.reference.bahai.org

Nicky
From innocence to inner sense

Barbara
oops 

Michael N
Do you have any advice in finding your tribe - your culture ok like minded people. My culture is 51 
-and I am arttracting the shadows to me... 

Carolina

mailto:admin@genekeys.com
mailto:admin@genekeys.com
http://www.reference.bahai.org/
http://www.reference.bahai.org/
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Wow, and in Feng Shui, it represents transience. 

Jeanne 
In the 1990s I was told I had reborn and was given a new birthdate and time and astrological chart. 
Which one should I use for my profile 

nancy chong
fly baby fly!!! 

Alexa
Wow! Dragon fly! Whoa! 

DANA
@Werner pitzal- well said... 

Chris
that's really helpful...I wondered why you didn't use a butterfly 

bill
http://www.genekeys.com/33-steps-resources-wheel/ 

Olaf
http://www.genekeys.com/33-steps-resources-wheel/ 

Kendall
Go to the Golden Path and join the program 

Carolina
Where do we find the Venus Sequence? 

DANA
thanks! 

Alexa
Oooh, good answer, thanks Richard x I have undefined SP x 

nancy chong
i love that answer. 

Astrid
who is Kalki Avatar in your veew Richard? 

Robert
What about an Undefined Solar Plexus?? 

Kendall
Good Answer !!! 

Robert
YES!! What is up with an Undefined Solar Plexus 

Robin

http://www.genekeys.com/33-steps-resources-wheel/
http://www.genekeys.com/33-steps-resources-wheel/
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I have a defined solar plexus ; how is contemplating the solar plexus gates different for me than if 
my solar plexus was undefined?

Pavel
Thanks a lot for your confirmation!

Chris
patience and gentleness seems hard in a modern economic world which is fast and quick 

Daniela
Will the genekeys be translated in german? 

DANA
again... what is the effect of an empty completely undefined solar plexus- in the human design 
system?

Guido
Thanks Richard! 

Werner Pitzal
@ DANA - there is no such thing as an empty solar plexus - that is one of the myths of the original 
Human Design System and Ra's dualistic ideology 

Nataliya 
Q. How can We be in I am All with radiating silence and still troing off and painful compassion of 
disowner in 22nd which is my radiance. Thank you 

midi
Yes to Dana's question on possible effect of defined/undefined solar plexus on mutation 

bill
Thanks, been a challenging time at wo rk. 

Alexa
Good question Dana x 

Pia
No hurry Bill, all in it's own time :) 

nancy chong
a threshold 

DANA
empty, undefined solar plexus- in the human design system- how is affect the mutation? 

bill
Pia: sorry for not getting Fractal North website together yet. 

Donna
Thank you!:)

cyndi



@Werner Thanks ; ) 

Sue
Richard, has your work been inspired by Baha'i Writings? 

Steve
Thank you! That's very clear.

Alexa
Yes, refresh x 

Scarlet 
Thank you Richard...my 55 work it getting closer and closer to my remembrance and realization but 
the inner feeling and knowing is already palpab le

Donna
Can't hear anything..should I refresh the screen?

Werner Pitzal
great comment, cyndi! i think this is only the case as long as we fail to grasp our activated 
GeneKeys as the nodal points of our illusion of separateness - see http://
www.integralhumandesign.net 

Alexa
Not yet donna 

Chris
i heard once that nature vibrates at the ferquency of our heart so it helps us open there 

Donna
Lost the feed.. Is it over?

cyndi
It seems we have more freedom to experience a Gene Key that is not in our profile because we are 
not fixed in a specific way by planetary activations. 

Sandy
I am very drawn to birds! 

Mónica
Which is the difference between Lemurian stage and the coming stage in relationship with animal-
human conciousness? 

Alegria
Love to you Sarah Vee! 

Lisa
Chris, I am also drawn to Nature, Sunlight and grounding to the earth, itself. Does this purify us?? 

sarah veronica
Love to Alegria and All! 

http://www.integralhumandesign.net/
http://www.integralhumandesign.net/
http://www.integralhumandesign.net/
http://www.integralhumandesign.net/


Rifka
Where do you place the solar plexus in the body ... is there a bodily range ?

Scarlet 
yes 

Chris
come back God 

VirginiaPeck
David I've been doing the Pearl with one other person and it's been great… 

Chris
why am I drawn to nature? 

Alegria
Thank you! 

Yvonne
Would this not also require a state of awareness in the individual to being able to notice the 
frequency of the light being? 

David
QUESTION: Having gone through the Deep Dive and Venus Sequence in a virtual group setting do 
you recommend using the Pearl which is available on the GK site now? Or will there be a group 
opportunity?

Pamela
great question Scarlet 

Yvonne
thank you Olaf. 

Scarlet 
What role does a 55 Radiance play as we transition to the new root race? 

Tracy
from timelessness how does the question of when arise? 

Alexa
Yeah Guido x 2027 

Gilly
I need to see it again also 

Guido
What about 2027 and the Human Design System? 

Olaf
http://www.campbellmgold.com/archive_esoteric/root_races.pdf 

Jai

http://www.campbellmgold.com/archive_esoteric/root_races.pdf
http://www.campbellmgold.com/archive_esoteric/root_races.pdf


and also the book, "Thinking and Destiny" by Harold Percival 

Chris
Richard's a lightbody! 

Carolanne 
Does the spiritual and physical bodies match the vibration of the siddhi at the same time?

Steve
I keep coming across connections between what you're saying and some of the writings of H.P. 
Blavatsky. Would it be helpful to spend time deciphering Blavatsky's writings?

Lynn
It was quite late starting Gilly I think I need to see It again

David
I almost missed this webinar, but my solar plexus was literally throbbing with tension so I found a 
way and connected at 38 minutes. As a GK 55 life work I am very attuned to the gut. Yes, digestive 
problems are part of my experience since major surgery in 2001. Other good exercises are stomach 
massage and qi gong, but hand on the belly is essential. Peace /\

VirginiaPeck
<3 dear Pamela 

Tracy
as your awareness becomes more aware??? 

Pamela
beautiful Virginia 

bill
My ex turned out to be total whore; now I know why!!! 

LIA
how can be achieved a discipline to have moments of contemplation?

VirginiaPeck
a feeling of coming back to myself 

jackie
i love that richard is encouraging us to feel our feelings. i am doing this more and more in my life. 

Gilly
Hi Lynn, joined late, listening to flute!

VirginiaPeck
when i sit to meditate i sometimes have a feeling of orgasm 

Yvonne
craving to feel whole in reference to the outer world, and not separate. A deeper meaning to live this 
life, a connection with someone 'in love' to transcend the binary of this world stage? ... 



Alexa
YUM 

Kim
What will the solar plexus be losing/releasing as it changes? 

Ester
Can you take more on the Dragon Fly???

Tracy
impermanent fleeting pleasure will be replaced by abiding bliss! 

nancy chong
your true love 

Jason San Francisco, CA, USA
freedom 

Alexa
Definitely 

Elitsa
did your project with collecting poems work to save nature? what should be our attitute - practise 
and accept or fight? 

Lynn
Hi Gilly Hope to discuss the webinar later

Sue
Are people commonly amassing huge bellies now as a cushion against what they're beginning to 
feel in relation to others' pain and suffering? 

Tracy
Ananda 

Chris
intimacy with source 

Alexa
Healing through feeling x 

James
where do I find a listing of the 21 Start Codons and a listing that matches to their STOP Codons 

Tracy
you are forgetting you are that 

Tracy
If you need to find love from another 

Alegria



What is the relationship between eating and the solar plexus? Do we eat to numb that solar plexus 
awakening? 

Tracy
re: sex 

Alexa
In in in in IN 

Lyn
Thank you. 

Tracy
The only thing we have to renounce is looking for happiness outside ourselves 

Marina
when i am reading about one of the keys that are in my hologenetic profile, should i read about its 
programming partner as well? 

nancy chong
for connection 

Katalin
The heart is often described as our centre of love awareness, how does the heart relate to the solar 
plexus? 

Yvonne
Shelly my Chiron is in the 22nd as well. 

PamVitaz
i like that questions Rosa 

Shelly
Q. With the 12th Key being my Sun Sign and the 22nd being my Chiron , is there any guidance you 
would offer?

nancy chong
<3 

rosa
Q: Is the solar plexus the "fire" and could sexual energy be seen as the "water" in the alchemical 
sense? 

Alexa
Thank you Richard x x 

bill
and a flat belly! 

eva
beautiful. thank you. 



Michael
Can digestive issues arise as the solar plexus awakens 

miriam
Thats right 

Shelly
Thank you! 

Roni
Are we in the Kalki avatar stage? Wrong people in love with each other, relationships falling apart

nancy chong
i love that Richard that listening hand 

Barbara
someone asked about the physical manifeations of the solar plexus 

DANA
what can you say about - shadow work? 

miriam
Thank you 

Alexa
Thanks for asking anton! Xx 

Vera Kiss
thanks Richard and Anton 

cyndi
This great story reminded me of the progression through the spectrum of the 19th Gene Key, is the 
shadow of this codon being switched off in our DNA and how does the story relate to 2027? 

PamVitaz
SOUNDS SO FUN!! THEN YOU COULD VISIT THE COUNTR Y YOU WANT TO 
CONTEMPLATE

Sharise
I'm on step 9 of the program and following the provided sequence, but haven't gotten to any of my 
GKs yet. Can I read mine now, then go back and complete the sequences as written? 

Vera Kiss
Oh my...i think hungary's shadow is victimization 

Sandy
i wonder about US gene key? 

DANA
where in the gene keys can we find information about - shadow work?

rosa



What IS your nation's GK?:)

Roni
Or also called the sons of Belial

Roni
The Aryans were supposedly responsible for the fall of Atlantis ?

Chris
good question 

Pamela
there's flight in the fall 

Yvonne
I guess I have to become better with holding the frequencies. Thanks Richard. 

Sandy
this relates to whats going on all over the planet/atrocities. see the highest 

Yvonne
we are still one, and we deal with the ones asleep. It's not easy, you know. Thank you so much for 
your explanation. Will work more with my Gene Keys. Starting sequence only yet ... 28,27,33,19 ... 
Thanks. 

Barbara H
Without the blue pill, there is no red pill. 

Nataliya 
Love Matric 

Jeanne
I am often more drawn to gene keys that are not in my profiles. Especially the 12th gene key. 
Should I follow the pull of the gene keys or my gut? 

Roni
That was spectacular

Alexa
Any solar plexus exercises to recommend? 

Yvonne
yes, thank you :-) 

Linda
What is sacred/sexual Alchemy? How shall we activate it?

Alexa
Yesssss mutation indeed 

Chris
can we see a picture of Anton? 



Vera Kiss
Hello Richard, do you think that there is a special gene key which kinda describes the best a nation? 
I ask like, some countries belong to zodiac signs...and particularly I feel that some nations are more 
hit by shadow frequency than others...maybe it is a weird question, but hopefully understandable 
the core what I try to ask?! 

daisy 
THANK YOU!!!

Scarlet 
How could a a 55 Radiance play out now? 

Steve
I keep coming across connections between what you're saying and some of the writings of H.P. 
Blavatsky. Are you familiar with The Secret Doctrine etc? Would it be helpful to try and decipher 
Blavatsky's writings?

Carolanne 
How is the 55th as an Sq gene key in relation to the pearl of 19.5?

James
where di I find the Start Codons that match to the STOP Codons 

Linda
Smiling, yes, listening to Richard is like listening to Yeshua, (and I sense, all of us) are in the Ray of 
Jesus, Magdalene, the Avatar!

Alejendrah
ON SEXUAL ALCHEMY: The transmutation of this energy can help the regeneration and 
activation can take place, right? 

Sue
Richard, are we wasting time and energy to get drawn into the numerous atrocities occurring on the 
planet at this time? 

rosa
Q: how is the planet's ascension related to our own? To this transmission?

joan
Hello Richard, my name is Joan. In my Hologenetic Profile I have at the IQ level - 4.2. On the 
Victim Patterns Sheet it has "Victim for a need for answers" for the forth Gene Key. Could that be 
why I am drawn to the Gene Keys, because my Shadow need for answers. or maybe I am working 
from the gift level of Understanding or the Siddhi level of Forgiveness which is one I contemplate 
often. Seems like a conundrum to me. Any thoughts? Also is there a specific Gene Key one may 
have in their profile that would invite them to believe that the aging process can be reversed? Thank 
you.

Suzanne
Are the amino acids associated with our Gene Keys profile a personal guide to how we can activate, 
strengthen the solar plexus? Thank you Richard for an excellent webinar.



Pia
There's some speaking in the background 

Chuck
Some have suggested that there are specific centers or locations - 'cities' if you will - associated with 
historic root races. For example, there is an association of Lamurians with Mt. Shasta in California. 
Do you have thoughts about this? 

Denisa
how can you go out of this material state ? I am wondering what is the sense of this epoch in 
humanity 

Glenda
Let people know about awesome Golden path

DANA
when you talk about mutation will it be in our bodies? in the bodies of new borns of the next 
generations?

Theo
QUESTION: Are there physical signs of the evolution of the solar plexus?

Werner Pitzal
@Patricia - check out http://www.integralhumandesign.net to see more integration of GeneKeys 
and Human Design

Elitsa
One of the most beautiful natural places in Bulgaria - its a beautiful deserted beach, is in danger by 
the shadow of greed. I know that you have the same experience (the novel that You've gathered). Is 
there anything I can do? What happened with the place you wanted to save and what is your advice 
for us to do..except for us raising our own vibration? 

Chris
is soul the meeting of spirit and matter? 

Ayesha
Richard--WHAT SHOULD WE BE DOING NOW? CONTEMPLATION? WHAT IS THE 
ROYAL ROAD?

Pavel
May I place two specific „practical“ questions? (It’s a little bit different theme – it’s up to you if you 
will place it...) 1) Hi Richard, how do you mean all these knowledges, which have awareness about 
upcoming shift, may be helpful to communication between us and all the „new babies“, sticked by 
e.g. autism. I feel VERY BIG GAP there: I think that understanding that is available to you and 
Gene Keys (but also to Human Design ) about these people – what these partly new people are 
about, what they feel, how and why, and of course, how WE could access or better – tune up to 
them and ADAPT OURSELVES to them instead of trying adapt them, to clear our emotions and 
expressions, to be readable to them (if it is true what I said) - I think that this „understanding“ 
would be distributed everywhere - to those, who are ready to listen, instead of keeping this great 
knowledge covered. What dou you mean about it? 2) You are speeking very clearly about access to 
children via three 7-years cycles. Have you any special recommendation to upbringing and 
education of current „new“ children, as for example autistic are? Thanks a lot in advance...

http://www.integralhumandesign.net/
http://www.integralhumandesign.net/


Sue
vanity - belief that we're separate 

Eve
it all makes perfect sense to me . Fabulous...however, why should I/ we be surprised, we know it 
anyway. Thank you richard its beautiful

david
QUESTION: is there a link between th RAVE Rave and the 

daisy 
when will the next race kids start being born? 

Guido
I have the same question as Cyndi. 

Suzanne Kahn
I agree Steve. Richard's teachings sound a lot like Madame Blavatsky's , The Secret Doctrine. 

James
Where can I find a listing of the21 Condons 

Sue
vanity 

Jason San Francisco, CA, USA
When and how will we observe the first signs of homo sapiens metamorphosing into homo sanctus/ 
light bodies? 

Yvonne
How do you live around so many as someone aware, when the rest is sleeping and does defend 
being asleep? 

Jai
What's next for the 6th root race? listening in now 

Tracy
what is the purpose of suffering? 

DANA
how would the mutation be felt? 

cyndi
How is all this related to the year 2027? 

Tracy
why did we fall? 

Patricia
Human Design helps sprout personal understanding of our unique gene keys? 



Alejendrah
QUESTION: The healing of the CODONES DNA can also be achieved through the practice of 
sexual alchemy? 

Shelly
Thank you so much! This has served to help me receive a validation of things I have been being 
shown -- I have the 12th Key as my Sun Sign and the 22nd as my Chiron and I have been given 
dreams showing what you have spoken of, but in a symbolic way, and I thank you from the bottom 
of my heart. I even just purchased a fluorite crystal in the shape of a heart literally 30 minutes 
before the webinar. Thank you so very much for all your guidance! Much Love! 

Nicky
As a young boy I read The Secret Doctrine. You have brought my knowing fully back. Thankyou, 
thankyou. --Dr Nicky Hamid

Steve
I keep coming across connections between what you're saying and some of the writings of madame 
blavatsky. Are you familiar with the secret doctrine etc? 

Tracy
why did we fall? why the illusion of suffering? 

VirginiaPeck
The word has been corrupted by the control system 

rosa
Q: In the introduction to Treading the Golden Path you mention the secret to alchemy is fire under 
water. There is no real technique given on how to do this other than just reading the chapters and 
reflecting. No simple method to bring it into daily life like in the only other ancient Taoist text…the 
Tao te Ching. How do you think the 3 treasures mentioned there would catalyze this alchemy?

Jackie
I wonder if a number of people are experiencing a tremendous anxiety in the solar plexus - or an 
anxious feeling that seems unrelated to personal daily events.

Ayesha
Ayesha

Jai
the Nazi's reframed into the negative spoon 

Ayesha
--thank you for this Superb synthesis of so many traditions--your usual brilliant blending of 
knowledge/wisdom/inspiration. Thank you!!!! 

James
Where can I find a listing of the 21 Codons 

Alexa
I wondered why've been flexing my super human powers lately x 

Jai



Reframing language is part of the healing... 

Heather
where can we get the chart? 

Yvonne
Does this Arian Age not pertain to the Time of the Zodiac Epoch of Aries??? 

Corina
Thank you Richard! I loved it! 

Donna
What are the physical signs of the DNA upgrade of th solar plexus?

Tracy
will abuse of siddhic powers be possible? 

DeLynn
Thank you Richard I am just a bit over whelmed and need to study this more 

bill
That was beyond beautiful 

Chris
is it a coincidence you look like Jesus? 

Teresa
masterful and potent! I bow to you 

Nicky
Butifully presented. Thankyou. ea

Rochelle
Love, Praise & Graitude! 

Theresa
Beautiful, thanks so much, Richard. 

Marilyn
Brilliant Richard. Thank you. Marilyn :-) 

Carolina
This has been so profound!!! And so inspiring. Thank You so much Richard! 

Alexa
Thanks Richard! Wow! X 

VirginiaPeck
wonderful! thank you so much! 

Pia
I thoroughly enjoyed that Richard 



Kendall
Delightful, Richard ! 

Sue
Speaking of the Great Remembering, have you read: " O MY FRIENDS! Have ye forgotten that 
true and radiant morn, when in those hallowed and blessed surroundings 28 ye were all gathered in 
My presence beneath the shade of the tree of life, which is planted in the all-glorious paradise? 
Awe-struck ye listened as I gave utterance to these three most holy words: O friends! Prefer not 
your will to Mine, never desire that which I have not desired for you, and approach Me not with 
lifeless hearts, defiled with worldly desires and cravings. Would ye but sanctify your souls, ye 
would at this present hour recall that place and those surroundings, and the truth of My utterance 
should be made evident unto all of you." - From the Hidden Words of Baha'u'llah, #19 Persian 
http://reference.bahai.org/en/t/b/HW/hw-92.html

Pavel
...therefore I see Gene Keys book as a kind of new Bible...

Tracy
this is what I have been talking about...even when I'm not talking ;) 

Yvonne
How do you live around so many as someone aware, when the rest is sleeping and does defends 
being asleep? 

Jai
From Rat Race to Root Race...and the "Unlocker" super hero

Tracy
yes 

Chris
this is like listening to Jesus 

Nimarta
Does everyone raise their frequency? 

Tracy
original innocence replacing a notion of original sin which arises only from the 'fallen' 
consciousness 

Pamela
mmmhm 

Grace
Yes! I am ready!!

Tracy
get ourselves 'back to the garden' ;) 

Tracy
amazing to have this concept of the kalki yuga 

http://reference.bahai.org/en/t/b/HW/hw-92.html
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Tracy
amazingly for the last few years I have been encountering many beings who are speaking that we 
are re-entering the satya yuga 

lyn
Thanks Anton 

VirginiaPeck
thanks, Anton - would love to see that! 

Pia
I'm sure it does, thank you Anton 

Scarlet 
Chris, I understand this to mean that this desire, fully unleashed, takes you beyond physical 
satisfaction to a higher resonance with the d ivine...I'm a 55 Radiance 

Corina
:) 

Tracy
shri yuteswar! 

Gene Keys admin
I will put Richard's Hologenetic Profile on our website at some point! Makes interesting reading:) 

DeLynn
Chris that is going to be a hard one for me to imagine also 

Christina
can someone post richard's birth time? 

Kendall
Thank you so much, Anton ~ 

Chris
as a scorpio i find it very hard to imagine my desire for sex disappearing 

midi
agreed Lisa :) 

Gene Keys admin
no problem:) 

Grace
Thank you! GK admin

Gene Keys admin
http://www.genekeys.com/free-webinars/

Pia

http://www.genekeys.com/free-webinars/
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didn't see it was 2 pages, thanks 

Lisa
Still here! This is WONDERFUL! 

Gene Keys admin
Copies of both these images are available from the link at the top of this chat room page. 

Pia
My question too 

Grace
Hopefully we may have a copy uf the Involution of Yugas?

Barbara
love it. 

Grace
Hi Lassie! 

Nataliya 
) 

Scarlet 
Diane, you're right! 

Lyn
Is that what the bridging structures are of the DNA?

Robert
Animals look like humans...... Is that why my mother-in-law looks like a beaver??

Shelly
:o) 

manjeeta tulsi
It's now stable 

Yolanta
the age of the youngest one ? 

Shelly
maybe your internet speed is slow? 

manjeeta tulsi
Yes now it works.. but it is not stable 

Shelly
manjeeta, maybe refresh your page and see if that works... 

manjeeta tulsi
Is it working now? 



Shelly
I just bought a flourite crystal in the shape of a heart and I'm holding it and letting this information 
go in to it as Richard is speaking...so awesome! 

V
what color in Personality Sun Richard have? 

Yvonne
Angels = Angles Of Light ... 

Andrea
Thank you Barbara =) 

Barbara
andrea... red mark. 

Sue
Dear Admin -- the glossary from the original GK book needs to be updated to include terms (like 
lines) that weren't used in the earlier work.

Andrea
Where are we currently at on this spiral? 

Gene Keys admin
Thanks Scarlet:) 

bill
Thanks Anton. 

Elitsa
we see it 

Scarlet 
nice to hear Anton's voice 

Shelly
I love this, thank you, Richard! 

Yfke
:D

Sharon
blessings all! Yippee!! I got in and love the feeling energy here. :)

Chris
if the end is here what will happen tomorrow? 

Gene Keys admin
Yes - we should have some time for Q&A's. Just post them in this chat room

david



:) 

david
Hi all 

Shelly
Sweet! 

bill
Just you V 

V
folks is there a UFO and reptilians race?????!!!!11 

Lori
Can't get on as message says my browser does not currently recognize any of the video formats 
available but it worked last broadcast. Oh well... 

sunna
Reloading worked! Thank`s

maeve
it does work! 

maeve
it does work! 

Fleur
LOVE

Roni
Damn that was awesome Richard

Alexa
Wow 

Shelly
Thank you! 

Olaf
also reloading the page it does not work 

Gene Keys admin
Thanks Olaf:) 

Lynn
Sound and Video fine in Lancashire

Olaf
http://webinarjam.net/webinar/go/live/9026/45c321b4c1/Ps1431931YX 

Annemarie

http://webinarjam.net/webinar/go/live/9026/45c321b4c1/Ps1431931YX
http://webinarjam.net/webinar/go/live/9026/45c321b4c1/Ps1431931YX


please send again the link to enter for reloading the page 

tricia
It keeps crashing. Oh well! I will watch later 

Scarlet 
sound good in san jose ca. 

V
Richard have you see movie Avatar?????!!!!11 

Jai
relo ad worked

Gene Keys admin
Sound is working on our test computer. 

sunna
No picture, no sound here in switzerland. Must be he mountains!!

Karen
Tricia, I had to reload the page to hear him 

Gene Keys admin
Sorry if you can't hear Richard - this webinar is being recorded onto Youtube if you have any 
problems. 

Elitsa
refresh 

Jai
no sound here 

tricia
Odd I am not getting sound 

Mary
sounds is goodhere 

Elitsa
THERE IS SOUND 

jackie
i'm not getting any sound

bill
yes Tricia 

Chrissy
Love and light to you, Admin. 

tricia



Any sound? 

Jai
Let's play a game... this morning I read the GK 36... I am wondering what the last Gene Keys you 
all read... let's see how we might synchronistically connect here... 

Fleur
yes ester 

Corina
thank you Gene! 

Olaf
Ester ... yes 

Lynn
GK 46 Jai

Ester
Has the webinar stated yet???

Marina
admin, you are awesome! 

Gene Keys admin
Thanks everyone for coming with us through this technical challenge! (must be a full moon:) 

tricia
Havent heard anything yet 

Jai
this morning I read the GK 36... I am wondering what the last Gene Keys you all read... let's see 
how we might synchronistically connect here... 

Marina
hello Richard!!! 

maeve
new race 

tricia
Any sound 

Lyn
Yeah 

Alejendrah
awesome you are there Richard! 

paula
yay we are on!



tricia
Yippee 

Ann
54 

Sharise
yay 

Robert
YAY!! 

Chrissy
@ Joan....might be all of them 

Chris
yay....our hero! 

Yolanta
yeeeaaahhhhh!!!!!! 

Vera Kiss
yeeeey 

eva
yay!!! 

Taye
HOLA!!! 

bill
and the 9th 

midi
woohoo! 

Jai
this morning I read the GK 36... I am wondering what the last Gene Keys you all read... let's see 
how we might synchronistically connect here... 

bill
We're the 7th already 

Elitsa
Olaf, friend :) do you remember me 

Fleur
jay!!! 

bill
Yeah!! 



Alexa
Yeayayayya 

LIA
hi hi hi!!!! 

joan
Anyone curious as to what Shadow we may be embracing?

Sandy
yay 

Mary
yeah 

Richard Rudd
THE SOLAR PLEXUS AND THE COMING OF THE SIXTH RACE
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